Geography Curriculum Map 2021-2022
Autumn Term 1
Year 1

Autumn Term 2

Spring Term 1

My route to school.

The United Kingdom

Some features of the earth
occur naturally and some
are made by people.

The world is divided into
countries and we live in a
country called the United
Kingdom.

Local study: Norwich
What is our school near to?
Where are the landmarks
near school? Class map of
the area showing human and
physical.
Take photos of a human and
physical feature in your local
area.
Field trip

Spring Term 2

Summer Term 1
The weather and climate
vary according to seasons.

Leo the Lion’s tour of Britain.
Using map of the world,
characteristics of the capital
cities.

Thermometer and rain
gauge?
Can they report the weather?
Use geographical terms in
correct context to tell the
weather.
Hibernating animals- can they
come out?

Do you know where Leo is
today?

What’s the weather like back
home?
Has spring sprung?

Where is our school?
Possible Linked
Texts:

Map My School – Harriet
Brundle

Possible Writing Mapping out their journey to
Opportunities:
school
Continents and oceans
Year 2
The earth can be
represented in maps which
can show human and/or
physical features.
Leo lion idea- postcards from
around the world. He travels
to a new place and has a
question for the class. “What
is a capital city?”
Using an Atlas. Using maps
to locate continents, countries
and human and physical
features on global scale.
Make a map Leo’s travels.

Possible Linked
Texts:

Where in the world is Leo the
Lion?
Maps - Alexandra & Daniel
Mizielinski

Possible Writing Directional/Instructional
writing
Opportunities:

A Walk in London –
Salvatore Rubbino

Tree: Seasons Come,
Seasons Go - Patricia
Hegarty and Britta
Teckentrup
Weather presenters (scripts)

Postcard/Travel Guide
Fieldwork
Maps can be designed and
used for a range of
purposes
Draw a map of school. Make
a map using the symbols,
keys
Easter egg hunt. Can you
make a map to guide children
to the eggs?

Norwich and other cities in
the world
Places vary from each other
according to their human
and physical features.
What is the journey to school
like in a range of places
around the world?
Revisit: climate learning
Atlases

Where are all the Easter
eggs?

A Ticket Around the World Melissa Owens and Natalia
Diaz
Letter Writing

Video: 6 Epic Journeys to
School - Newsround
Travel presenters (Scripts)
Journey to School Diaries

Summer Term 2

